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ENJOY A GLAMOROUS DAY OF LEISURE WITH GRAY
MALIN’S INAUGURAL DESIGN PROJECT: THE GRAY
MALIN CABANA AT THE BEVERLY HILLS HOTEL

Beverly Hills, CA - Fine art photographer Gray Malin has partnered with The Beverly Hills Hotel for
his debut experiential design project, The Gray Malin Cabana at The Beverly Hills Hotel. For well over
a century, The Beverly Hills Hotel has been the go-to destination for Hollywood’s finest, the ultimate
beacon of glamour in Los Angeles. With a rich history of providing exceptional experiences for hotel
guests while lounging poolside, the cabanas at The Beverly Hills Hotel are synonymous with
luxurious leisure, which Malin honors through his curated redesign. Marking a milestone for the Gray
Malin brand, designing this cabana was Malin’s first comprehensive design project which showcases
his design expertise in an iconic fashion and features a public display of his artwork.
Designed with an effortlessly classic and chic California style in mind, Malin partnered with Serena &
Lily to outfit the cabana with the brand’s coastal meets sophisticated furnishings, while also paying
tribute to the iconic design and history of the hotel with CW Stockwell's signature banana leaf
wallpaper, Martinique, which has graced the walls of The Beverly Hills Hotel since it was first
installed in 1949. The color palette draws inspiration from relaxing coastal tones and vintage
glamour, incorporating natural hues such as sand, pink, white and green in an array of solid and
patterned fabrics and textiles. Rattans, raffias and other natural textures makes the cabana feel like a
relaxing retreat, with elements like refined custom chaises, a handwoven rug, hanging chair, and an
inviting sofa that enhance the comfortable yet elevated design. The featured furnishings make the
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cabana feel like a relaxing retreat, combining rattan and basketweave textures, a hand woven rug and
an inviting sectional sofa that enhances the comfortable yet elevated design. The Gray Malin Cabana
also features an upgrade to the fabrication of the canopy, incorporating a custom look with eyecatching pink and white stripes. Other notable alluring details that Malin included are hand-stitched
decorative throw pillows and blankets, a new outdoor umbrella with elegant tassels, and vintage
props styled to complete the look. While enjoying a day of leisure at the cabana, timeless Hollywood
glamour is ever present courtesy of prints from Malin’s fine art photography series Gray Malin at The
Beverly Hills Hotel which adorn the walls. The collection celebrates the heritage of the property,
inspired by its charming grounds and tinseltown history while incorporating Malin’s signature
modern-day style. Scenes of beautiful people in vintage wardrobe and props from the 1950s and
1960s capture the jet set lifestyle and splendid luxury of Los Angeles’ Golden Age.
“I am thrilled to finally share this project at The Beverly Hills Hotel which highlights my passion and
aptitude for interior design, allowing guests to step into one of my photographs,” says Gray Malin.
“With the tremendous history of the property in mind, I was inspired to create a space that paid
homage to its glamorous past while putting a modern and personal spin on my custom cabana
experience.”
“We look forward to providing our guests with an enhanced cabana experience that will lovingly
highlight the pool’s legendary history,” says Edward Mady, regional director and general manager.
“Gray Malin did a wonderful job maintaining the hotel’s timeless Hollywood design while also
incorporating his signature whimsical and vibrant style.”
For further details, visit dorchestercollection.com or, for reservations, call 310-276-2251. Select Gray
Malin prints and products are available for purchase at the hotel gift shop.

ABOUT GRAY MALIN:
Gray Malin is a modern day fine art photographer, New York Times Bestselling Author and CEO of his
namesake brand, Gray Malin. With the philosophy to Make Every Day a Getaway®, Gray’s
photography has expanded into a line of luxury products for home and travel.
He has shot over 30 series around the world in locations as remote as Antarctica, Namibia, and
Bhutan while also receiving commercial recognition for inventive aerial beach, ski, and park scenes of
the world’s most iconic destinations. With his keen ability to capture the essence of particular
locations, he has had the coveted opportunity to photograph collections at iconic and beloved
properties, including The Beverly Hills Hotel.
For more information, visit GrayMalin.com and follow @GrayMalin.
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ABOUT THE BEVERLY HILLS HOTEL:
The hotel offers the ambiance of a relaxed resort with lush, fragrant gardens, palm-lined poolside
atmosphere, beautiful guestrooms, and public areas reminiscent of timeless Hollywood glamour. With
an ideal location on Sunset Boulevard, steps away from Rodeo Drive, in one of the nation’s most
coveted Zip Codes – 90210 – The Beverly Hills Hotel is whatever a guest wishes it to be. It can be a
place to see and be seen, to catch glimpses of famous faces, or to revel in splendid luxury.
The hotel features 210 guestrooms and suites, spread among 12 acres, including private historic
bungalows with a residential feel. Its popular dining options include the iconic Polo Lounge, vintage
Fountain Coffee Room, Bar Nineteen12 and the Cabana Cafe. A Spa is also offered, in addition to its
legendary pool and cabanas. With superlative service, a location offering privacy in the heart of a city,
and enduring and dramatic beauty that, thanks to a recent restoration that remained faithful to the
Hotel’s architectural and interior design traditions, The Beverly Hills Hotel is more captivating than
ever.
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Dorchester Collection
Dorchester Collection is a portfolio of the world’s foremost luxury hotels in Europe and the US, each of
which reflects the distinctive culture of its destination. By applying its unrivalled experience and
capability in owning and operating some of the greatest individual hotels, the company’s mission is to
develop an impeccable group of the finest landmark hotels through acquisition as well as
management of wholly-owned and part-owned hotels, and to enter into management agreements.
The current portfolio includes the following hotels: The Dorchester, London; 45 Park Lane, London;
Coworth Park, Ascot, UK; Le Meurice, Paris; Hôtel Plaza Athénée, Paris; Hotel Principe di Savoia,
Milan; Hotel Eden, Rome; The Beverly Hills Hotel, Beverly Hills; and Hotel Bel-Air, Los Angeles.
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